POLY CLARITI
PRIVATE ALL-INCLUSIVE
VIDEO CONFERENCING

CONNECT WHEREVER, WHENEVER YOU NEED.
Global events, accessibility, and inclusivity has changed
how and where we communicate and collaborate. These
realities have greatly accelerated organizational needs to
adapt to more flexible workplaces and workstyles.
IT must enable multiple ways for end users to easily and
securely connect from wherever they may be – in the home
office, main campus, or while traveling. This presents IT with
new challenges supporting a wide variety of technical and
non-technical users across various network types, sizes,
and quality.
At the same time, hyper-competition requires teams
from around the world to come together and work more
efficiently, improve business processes, and ultimately make
the right decisions faster. Simply put, organizations must
find more effective ways to work together to succeed in our
fast-paced world.
Whether you want to improve communications, increase
productivity, build better teams, or enhance your corporate
culture, Poly Clariti lets you own the conversation with a
simple, powerful, and flexible solution. Poly Clariti connects
people with video, voice, and content, bridging locations
across any distance, device, or timeline.

Consider for a moment, if everyone had access to consistent,
feature-rich collaboration technologies—in purpose-built
endpoints or personal devices. Now, what if you could make
that possible with easy licensing that scales, with your needs
for a private, all-in-one solution.
What if you had the choice of deployment—your own
hardware, private cloud, virtual machines, or a mix? What if
you could integrate these collaboration benefits into your
business processes and ecosystem to truly make it easy for
everyone to use? Poly Clariti collaboration software makes all
of this possible so you can unlock greater opportunities and
achieve better valuable results.
Finally, what if your organization simply does not have the
in-house experts or desire to plan and design deploy, optimize
manage, or monitor their collaboration platform? Poly has a
wide range of Managed and Professional Services delivered
following a proven methodology, leveraging best practices by
the Poly global team of creditable and credentialled experts
and customer success advocates. For customers that may only
need to refresh their existing infrastructure investment,
Poly Professional Services has all the expertise needed to
execute with speed and precision. Still, you may require a white
glove solution that can be delivered best by Poly. Our Managed
Services reduce the burden on your internal teams while
keeping your collaboration solutions cost-effective and reliable.

THE POLY DIFFERENCE
POWERFUL VIDEO COLL ABOR ATION SOFT WARE

BROADES T INTEGR ATION AND INTEROPER ABILIT Y

Poly Clariti includes everything an organization needs to
deploy, manage, and monitor complete end-to-end video,
voice, and content collaboration in a private software
instance. Along with a simple web-based app that seamlessly
connects to room-based systems of any size, and unmatched
interoperability that ensures everyone has a better video
conferencing experience without worrying about
the technology.

Poly Clariti offers industry leading Microsoft Teams
integration with RealConnect, a Microsoft certified video
interoperability solution that allows standards-based room
devices from Poly, Cisco, Logitech, and others to seamlessly
join a Microsoft Teams meeting.

FLEXIBLE DEPLOYMENT
You choose how to deploy Poly Clariti—on-premises, in
a private cloud or through a Poly-managed service. Poly
Clariti licensing is based on the number of concurrent users.
By deciding how many people need to communicate at
the same time, you enable your entire organization with
collaboration tools on any device—with the flexibility to
add more licenses at any time. For those organizations that
may need “Special Event” support, Poly Managed Services
can provide custom ‘bursting’ options. Choose from either
a subscription or perpetual licensing model that best fits
your needs. Streamlined remote or onsite installation
through a step-by-step wizard gets even the most complex
setup up and running in a matter of hours – not days. With
unbelievable scale, redundancy, and high reliability you’ll
never run out of ways to connect.

CENTR ALIZED MANAGEMENT
Poly Clariti helps customers effectively plan, manage,
and monitor the video network to assure mission critical
delivery. Vital to any-sized deployment is device inventory
visibility and software control to ensure consistent and
reliable uptime. Poly Clariti delivers the necessary tools
to ensure collaboration continues to run smoothly and
effectively in your organization.

SUPERIOR MEETING EXPERIENCE
Users maintain the familiar workflow of scheduling meetings
with their regular calendar and active directories to invite
colleagues. Poly Clariti Workflow Lite add-in for Microsoft
Outlook provides a simple click-to-call environment where
people can quickly video conference with each other ondemand without losing critical time in meeting setup and
calendar alignment.

B2B AND B2C COLL ABOR ATION
Video conferencing and content sharing isn’t limited to just
your organization. Poly Clariti lets you collaborate with
partners, customers, vendors and virtually anyone outside of
your organization. With built-in and secure firewall traversal,
Poly Clariti makes joining meetings as simple as click-to-call for
all your guests from virtually any device and anywhere.

ADVANCED OPTIONS
Connect other applications from Google calendaring services
to CRM applications like Salesforce through open APIs to
customize and build the solution that works best with your
organization’s workflow. Optional upgrades for advanced
analytics, recording and streaming, and remote management
extend the solution with even more power.

POLY GLOBAL SERVICES
Poly’s number one priority is ensuring our customers’ success
in achieving business outcomes by providing the expertise
needed to realize the full potential of their investment in
collaboration solutions. From planning and design, deployment
and integration to supporting, operating, and optimizing
collaboration solutions within the Unified Communications
environment, Poly delivers Professional Services that assist
you throughout your collaboration journey.
Solution design and readiness services ensure you get the
collaboration solution that’s right for your unique organizational
requirements and goals. Implementation services speed the
time to solution readiness, and integration services ensure
the solution works seamlessly within your existing UC and
business applications environment. Poly helps you meet a
variety of business challenges with a comprehensive portfolio
of Support Services designed to meet your exact needs. Each
business environment is unique, which is why our flexible
support service options provide the right level of assistance
and technical expertise, when and where you need it, to keep
your end users productive and satisfied. Your success in
driving business outcomes is our ultimate goal.

To learn more about Poly Clariti, visit
www.poly.com/us/en/products/video-conferencing/clariti
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